
Appointment 
of Trustees



Introduction 
Integrity Action’s work has a clear focus: to promote integrity in the delivery of essential services, 
infrastructure projects and humanitarian aid in some of the world’s toughest environments. 

We take a unique approach to social accountability. Using mobile technology, we enable citizens to 
monitor the delivery of projects local to them - and to solve the problems they find. 

To date we have worked with over 10,000 community members and helped them to monitor – and 
fix – hundreds of projects, worth more than $1bn, affecting around 5 million people across more than 
a dozen countries. 

The result is development money doing what it is meant to do. The result is funds already allocated 
and committed to poverty alleviation – whether domestic or foreign – is actually delivered. It’s the 
equivalent of channelling billions of additional dollars into development. And all of this leads to greater 
confidence in international development and protects future funds.  

There is growing recognition from across the sector that our approach is exactly what is needed,  
right now. 
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Vision and Mission 
VISION: Integrity Action’s vision is for a just and equitable world, where citizens are empowered and 
integrity is central to vibrant societies.

MISSION: To help build societies in which all citizens can - and do - successfully demand integrity 
from the institutions they rely on. 

Where and How we work
We work in places where the need for effective services and infrastructure is critical. Whether it is 
secondary school teaching in Afghanistan, water systems in DR Congo, or the reconstruction of 
homes after Nepal’s 2015 earthquake, essential services and projects impact every aspect of citizens’ 
lives. However, in the countries where we work, citizens frequently don’t get what they need – or what 
is promised to them. 

We address this challenge with our own unique mix of knowledge, tools and approaches. 

Our approach involves:

MONITORING: we enable citizens to become monitors of services and development projects. They 
learn how to access information such as infrastructure contracts, and then check that whatever was 
promised is being delivered. Monitors are typically members of communities where the services and 
projects are active, giving them a genuine interest in their successful delivery. All monitors act on a 
voluntary basis.

TECHNOLOGY: monitors post their 
feedback, including any problems, on 
our easy-to-use and award winning 
website and app DevelopmentCheck. 
Their feedback is visible to anyone, 
unedited, and posted in real time, all 
of which makes DevelopmentCheck 
independent and trusted. To date, over 
$1bn worth of development spending 
has been monitored through this tool, 
and it currently works in 12 languages. 

SOLUTIONS: monitors don’t just 
report problems; they are actively 
involved in finding solutions. Monitors 
convene meetings involving all relevant 
stakeholders and then work towards 
finding solutions that work for everyone. 

These fixes are also posted on DevelopmentCheck. We have strong evidence to show our approach 
works. To measure our success, we developed the Fix-Rate™ – it gives the percentage of identified 
problems that have been fixed to the satisfaction of all stakeholders. In all of our project countries, the 
Fix-Rate™ in 2017 was over 50%.
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Current Context
There is a large and growing market for our services. Spending on development has grown 
enormously in recent years (from £4bn in 2000 to £14bn in 2017 in the UK). Government spending 
in Global South countries has also grown. Meanwhile there are ever higher levels of scrutiny from the 
media and bi-lateral organisations on how money is spent. 

Meanwhile, we have been working hard to position ourselves to serve these growing needs – 
strengthening the team and developing the strategy.  

Jasmina Haynes joined Integrity Action as CEO 18 months ago from Raleigh International where 
she worked as Director of Programmes and Policy. Her early career was in poverty alleviation and 
humanitarian relief for Danish Refugee Council, Save The Children, UNDP and UNICEF. 

Over the last year, we have significantly increased our productivity, partnered with more INGOs and 
secured new funding relationships with donors including the Hewlett Foundation and the Asian 
Development Bank. We are also delighted to continue our relationships with our long-standing 
supporters, the Swedish International Development Agency, SIDA, and Norway’s aid agency, Norad.

We are finalising a five year strategy that will run from 2018 to 2023. This strategy outlines an exciting 
new direction. We will become known as an international expert on open citizen feedback. We will 
focus our efforts on developing and testing new approaches that can be scaled up. We will directly 
run fewer in-country programmes, and instead we will further develop partnerships with INGOs that 
can take our work to scale.  

This approach is already proving effective. We are partnering with a Raleigh International programme 
in Tanzania working with young local volunteers who are trained to use our DevelopmentCheck app 
to assess development programmes. A much larger (£8m) AidConnect programme operating in 8 
countries is due to start later in 2018 with Restless Development. 

This new approach is lean – it means we have a business model that requires limited fundraising 
support. We have already secured more than 80% of our funding for the next two years. As a result 
we look forward with great excitement – anticipating a season of growth and exponential impact. 

https://fullfact.org/economy/uk-spending-foreign-aid/
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Responsibilities 
The role of an Integrity Action Trustee is to provide strategic leadership and advice in line with the 
charity’s strategic plan and objectives. To use your knowledge, skills and experience to ensure that 
Integrity Action achieves its charitable objectives.

You will also be an ambassador for Integrity Action in the public arena, with the ability to effectively 
represent Integrity Action in your sphere of influence. For more details please see Appendix 1. 
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Person profile 
Applications are particularly welcome from individuals with expertise in one or more of the following 
specialist areas: 

• Marketing: A track record in building the brand and reputation of an organisation. 

• Technology: Especially understanding the latest trends in intersection between development and 
technology sectors with strong interest in citizen feedback solutions.

• Legal: Experience advising development actors on international law, human rights or technology 
transactions (including licensing, development agreements, software as a service agreements etc). 

In addition to these specific areas of professional experience we are seeking individuals who have;

• A track record of successful organisational and strategic leadership and the good judgement that 
goes with that.

• A strong understanding and acceptance of the 
legal duties, liabilities and responsibilities of 
Trustees and clear on the difference between 
governance functions and management 
functions.   

• Ability to speak one’s mind, challenge 
constructively and the confidence to engage 
and contribute in areas outside your specialism.

• Excellent communication and interpersonal 
skills, able to both empower and challenge 
supportively.

• Ability to work well as part of a diverse team of 
Trustees and in support of the Executive Team.

• An ability and willingness to represent Integrity 
Action in an ambassadorial capacity.

• Passion for and commitment to Integrity 
Action’s vision, mission and values. 

• Knowledge of GDPR would be useful but is not 
a pre-requisite.

Time commitment 
The time commitment required of trustees is likely to equate to approximately 8 days per year.  
This will include:

• Four Trustee meetings per annum (three are held in London normally between 11am and 1.30pm 
and one, a full day strategy day).

• Likely attendance of one of three sub-committees – Audit, Fundraising or RemCo.

• Representing Integrity Action at events and meetings with key stakeholders.
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Term of Appointment 
Trustees are appointed for a term of [4 years extendable by mutual agreement for one further term of 
four years]. The roles are unpaid but reasonable expenses are reimbursed.

How to apply
Applications should be sent by email to Sam Stephens at sam.stephens@macaulaysearch.com 

The closing date for applications is Tuesday 17th July.

Your application should comprise:

•  A full CV including a full employment history showing more significant Executive and Non-Executive 
positions, responsibilities held and relevant achievements;

•  A covering note of not more than one page summarising your motivation and reasons for being 
interested in the Trustee position at Integrity Action;

•  Daytime, evening and/or mobile telephone numbers (to be used with discretion).

The Process
Macaulay Search has been engaged as advisor on these appointments. A selection of candidates will 
be invited to be interviewed in the w/c 3rd September by the appointment panel chaired by Trustee, 
Philip Welply. At that time there would also be an opportunity to meet CEO, Jasmina Haynes.

You can expect to hear from Macaulay Search if you have been invited for interview by 27th July.

mailto:sam.stephens@macaulaysearch.com
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Appendix 1: Trustee Responsibilities
•  Provide strategic leadership and advice in line with the charity’s strategic plan and objectives.

•  To ensure effective governance and efficient administration of the organisation and its financial stability and 
legal compliance within the Charity Commission’s regulatory guidelines. 

•  To oversee the financial health of the charity, ensuring that Integrity Action has sound systems of internal 
control and risk management and reviewing the financial and commercial impact of any new or revised activity.   

•  To approve strategic plans, budgets, reserves policy and position and authorisation limits and to ensure that 
the organisation has the resources to achieve its aims.  

•  To recruit and support the Chief Executive and delegate to her/him the management of the organisation.

•  To represent the Board at functions and events.  

•  To engage with beneficiaries to keep informed about the organisation’s activities and issues that affect the 
charity’s work.  

•  To act as an ambassador for Integrity Action, representing its values and upholding its reputation. 

•  To have an oversight of remuneration and the compensation and benefits paid to staff of the organisation.


